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Abstract
The stability of the economy and political system of any country highly depends on
the policy of anti-money laundering (AML). If government policies are incapable of
handling money laundering activities in an appropriate way, the control of the econ‑
omy can be transferred to criminals. The current literature provides various technical
solutions, such as clustering-based anomaly detection techniques, rule-based systems,
and a decision tree algorithm, to control such activities that can aid in identifying
suspicious customers or transactions. However, the literature provides no effective and
appropriate solutions that could aid in identifying relationships between suspicious
customers or transactions. The current challenge in the field is to identify associ‑
ated links between suspicious customers who are involved in money laundering. To
consider this challenge, this paper discusses the challenges associated with identify‑
ing relationships such as business and family relationships and proposes a model to
identify links between suspicious customers using social network analysis (SNA). The
proposed model aims to identify various mafias and groups involved in money laun‑
dering activities, thereby aiding in preventing money laundering activities and poten‑
tial terrorist financing. The proposed model is based on relational data of customer
profiles and social networking functions metrics to identify suspicious customers and
transactions. A series of experiments are conducted with financial data, and the results
of these experiments show promising results for financial institutions who can gain real
benefits from the proposed model.
Keywords: Social network analysis, Anti-money laundering, Relational analysis,
Relationships, Customer profile

Introduction
Money laundering activities within financial institutions not only affect the growth of
national economy but also weaken the political stability of a country by transferring economic power from government to criminals. To stabilize national economy and a political system of the country, it is essential for the government to prevent these types of
crimes in their jurisdiction.
© The Author(s) 2021. This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which permits use, sharing,
adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and
the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons licence, and indicate if changes were made. The images or other third party material
in this article are included in the article’s Creative Commons licence, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material
is not included in the article’s Creative Commons licence and your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the
permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this licence, visit http://creativeco
mmons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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Many existing anti-money laundry (AML) solutions are available in preventing money laundering, such as clustering-based anomaly detection techniques [1],
rule-based decision-tree algorithm [2], supervised learning technique [3], and various other statistical methods. One of the review papers [4] studied models such as
rule-based approach, clustering-based approach, classification-based approach, and
model-based approach and claimed clustering techniques can be best for detecting
money laundering activities. The research paper [5] states money laundering has now
become a universal concern and technological measures can be very helpful in preventing it. A recent article [6] stated the current AML system solutions do not fulfil
the requirements of the latest economic conditions. However, the AML transaction
monitoring process can improve detection and resolve issues related to the time factor to identify suspicious transactions. The AML data analysis paper [7] states that if a
transaction pattern is found to be unusual, then such unusual transaction activity can
be reported to a law force agency such as Financial Agency Unit for further investigation. Most of the current literature reviews on money laundering focus on identifying individual suspicious customers and transactions. However, the researchers have
found a big gap in the utilization of relations data and identified the impact of links of
suspicious customers. This paper aims to identify the relationships and associations
of suspicious customers by using social networking functions, namely identifying
mafia groups involved in money laundering activities, and to prevent money laundering activities and potential terrorist financing. This paper is an extension of our
previous work [8] where we identified suspicious customers based on the dynamic
trends of transactions, history of transactions, and profiles of customers. However,
the proposed model seeks to identify the relationships and associations linked with
suspicious customers. The model make use the data on suspicious customers from
our previous model [8] and identifies the various kinds of relationships that are significant in controlling money laundering. This proposed model utilizes social networks
analysis functions due to their increasing popularity and their ability in capturing the
relationships of suspicious customers to identify the mafia groups involved the money
laundering. These relationships include those of common owner, business, spouse,
parent/child, family, and likewise. We have utilized relational data and social networking functions such as degree of centrality, ego group, and profile-based criteria.
Each customer has been considered as a node, and each node has a single or multiple accounts. The nodes are connected to each other with the transactions carried
out between these accounts. The transactions between the customers are recorded
as relations within a network. The overall performance and effectiveness of our proposed model depend entirely on the customer’s profile information, which is provided
at the time of opening a bank account. We have developed various kind of rules that
can be executed under customer profiles which can be used to identify existing relationships of suspicious customers.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (i) to develop and implement a
model to identify the links to suspicious customers in a money-laundering network; (ii)
to utilize social networking functions to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed
model; and (iii) to capture the hidden relationships between suspicious customers and
their transactions from the given customer profile data.
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The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows:
“Literature review” section briefly discusses the literature, “Research methodology”
section explains the methodology of the proposed approach, and experimental results
are demonstrated in “Results and discussion” section. Finally, “Conclusion and future
work” section concludes the paper with possible future work.

Literature review
This section reviews the related work and summarizes its similarities and the differences
compared to our work.
The research study [9] initially compared the different methods used to build social
networks and discussed the techniques employed by other researchers for building
social networks and ontologies from unstructured, dirty, and conflicting datasets. Further, [10] also introduced a method that could build ontology-based social networks by
determining the relationships/links of users and resources. The method is supported
by the research study [11] that present a semantic-based centralized resource discovery model for improvement of matching resources. From these relationships, inferences
could then be extracted. However, less emphasis was made on extracting social relationships. Instead, the authors greatly emphasized on user access management.
The research article [12] applied SNA to identify the neighbors between nodes to form
network communities, whereby individuals could be grouped based on their social links.
They discovered that groups within the network with similar behaviors and characteristics to be critical in detecting money laundering activities. Further, analyzing the variation in different types of relationships of people from their social network links can lead
to discovering suspicious activities. These social links normally encompass members of
a family, relatives, work colleagues, friends, connected friends, and other 2nd and 3rdlevel connections. However, the paper more focuses on social learning content and utilizes users’ cookies data that can be a challenge to the ethical use of data.
Another research study [7] proposed an integrated system of customer relationship
management (CRM) and AML to detect suspicious data reporting in commercial banks
with a specific goal of identifying suspicious transactions more effectively and reducing
false alarms. The system would perform a customer background check and conduct customer analysis, customer identification, customer business analysis, and customer visit.
However, such systems did not have capabilities to detect whether an illegal transaction
belonged to any of the launderer groups or not.
The research article [3] made use of supervised learning using social networks to
detect illegal transactions. The social networks were built combining explicit transaction and implicit relationships. The business knowledge was extracted from networks
of small and meaningful communities. Multiple relationships from the networks were
identified based on the node edges, shared accounts, connection similarities, and locations. Both random forest and support vector machines (SVMs) were used for supervised learning to detect suspicious transactions. This is perhaps of the earliest methods
that could make use of both SNA and supervised learning to detect money-laundering
activities.
Soltani et al. [13] proposed a novel approach based on a clustering method to group
abnormal users as potential money launderers. First, they made use of feature reduction
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to reduce the input data set. Next, the reduced data was used to group a set of outlier
users with similar attributes and characteristics. The preliminary experimental results
were promising. However, the approach was unable to analyze the social network’s links
from these transactions.
A new approach was proposed by [14] to sort and map relational data and present predictive models based on SNA. The researchers used the real financial dataset to identify
the risks associated with customer profiles using social network metrics and showed the
importance of using a network-based approach. However, this paper could not identify
the hidden relationships from the network.
A research study [15] is presented to describe public health practitioners’ experiences
with a social network where 13 public health practitioners interviews are recorded and
transcribed. The paper utilized SNA to identify the relational dynamics and then applied
the knowledge gained from the reflection to improve their practice. The paper measures
relational dynamics in the service of health systems as authors in this study suggested
that SNA can be a potentially useful reflective tool to self-assess the overall composition
of their networks for strengthening their network’s composition and other relations.
The research paper by [16] proposed a conceptual model based on the multi-agent for
AML. The model could control detection and prevention processes and support major
phases of decision making to identify the specific activities involved in each decisionmaking phase for AML. The approach defined in this research focuses more on business
values in terms of the enhancement of operation and reduction of costs. However, the
profile of money launders has not being considered in the detection and decision making processes.
Recently, [17] introduced SNA to prevent money laundering. They mapped the relational data with their proposed model and presented a predictive model that is based on
network metrics, to identify the risks associated with the economic market. They discovered that social networking functions are critical in predicting the risk profile of the
clients, and their experimental results showed that social network metrics are important to consider when assessing risk profiles. The work provides an early analysis of the
importance of social network metrics in effectively identifying suspicious customers/
transactions using social networking functions and the results of a qualitative study [18]
demonstrate that the impact of social media and relationships on socio-political dimension. The research paper [19] had also conducted an extensive study on the behavior of
Tancent QQ social network accounts to understand money laundering activities. They
considered the additional features of the account viability, transaction sequences, and
spatial correlation among accounts and fed these features into a statistical classifier to
improve the model’s performance. The model indicated some social networking functions that could be effectively used to identify suspicious customers or transactions. In
addition, The paper [20] uses SNA as a methodological approach for identifying collaborative networks and examining the social dimension of co-author relationships using
social networking functions that shows a positive impact of SNA to analyses structure,
relationships, and interactions of any network.
By considering the literature review and to overcome the above-mentioned limitations and challenges, this paper proposes a relational model to identify the relationships and associations with suspicious customers in AML using SNA, which can build a
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social network of customer profiles by utilizing the extracted financial transactions. Our
research methodology is described in the next section.

Research methodology
This section presents the research methodology of the proposed model, which includes
the system architecture, flow chart, and details of how the components are connected to
each other. The proposed model seeks to come up with a preeminent technique that can
detect maximum relationships and measure the profile data of customers within a network. The social network is built using the customer’s profile data and their transaction
information. Social network functions such as degree centrality, ego network, clustering
functions are then applied to the network. These functions are used to identify explicit
relationships of each suspicious customer within a network and establish the relations
and key nodes within a network. The built network represents a customer as a node and
transaction as an edge. The research work by [21] focused on the importance of application of SNA to intelligence and the study of criminal organizations.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed model, we conducted our experiments
under a different number of customers and transactions. The model can detect all possible relations between suspicious and non-suspicious customers under different network
parameter scenarios. In order to simulate this scenario, we run multiple sets of experiments with different sizes of nodes, such as 100, 500, 750, and 1000, under a fixed transaction per node and, in another set, different sizes of transactions with a fixed size of
nodes. The details of the algorithms are described as follows.
Degree centrality

To find out the key and influential customers within a network, we implement a degree
centrality algorithm that uses a number of transactions associated with nodes as a proxy
of importance. The mathematical representation of the calculation of degree centrality is
as follows:

Degree centrality(node_i) = Number of edges(node_i) N − 1
where N is the total number of nodes in the network.
In our proposed model, N is the total number of customers and the number of edges is
counted based on the transactions of specific customers with other customers in the
network. The pseudo-code of the degree centrality algorithm is as follows:
Algorithm Degree Centrality:
degree-centrality {
NM = get neighbor matrix
LN = get the list of nodes
For each node_i from LN {
valueofDegreeCentrality=call AG API actor-degree-centrality (node_i LN NM)
add triple (node_i hasDegreeCentrality valueofDegreeCentrality)
}
Add status
}
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We can identify influential suspicious customers with the help of degree centrality
values. A high degree of centrality value indicates the node has a high influence on the
network, and the associated customer is highly risk-oriented. The details of the implementation of the degree centrality algorithm are explained in the experiment section.
Ego network

This SNA function focuses on the individual network of a specific node within an entire
network. The function can be used not only to establish the link of the targeted person
under direct connection but also it can provide the information on other nodes that are
connected to the direct connection node. For example, we can find friends of friends in
the network. Since we aim to identify of relationships of individual suspicious customers, this ego-centric approach can be used to achieve the target as it is focused on individuals, groups, and communities. The approach was employed in a prominent study on
the adoption of innovation of a particular drug and used to understand the differences in
the personal and social characteristics of the medical staff in the United Kingdom [22].
According to this approach, the suspicious customers in the relationship are referred to
as the “ego” and the links or connections to the “ego” as “alters”. With the help of an ego
network, we can identify the direct and indirect connections of a suspicious customer.
The details of the implementation of the ego network are explained in the experiment
section.
The pseudo-code of the ego network algorithm is listed below:
EgoNetwork (CustomerEgo , NumberofHops Hops)
Start Function EgoNetwork
List Customers <- Get Customers from Database
List EgoCustomers <- NULL
EgoCustomers add CustomerEgo
Foreach Hop in Hops
Foreach Customer in Customers
If IsRelation(Customer) == True
EgoCustomers add Customer
Endif
End Foreach
End Foreach
Foreach Customer in EgoCustomers
If Customer is duplicated in EgoCustomers
Remove Customer from EgoCustomers
End if
End Foreach
End EgoNetwork
IsRelation (Customer1 , Customers)
Start Function IsRelation
Foreach Customer2 in Customers
If Customer1 has a relation with Customer2
Return True
Endif
End Foreach
End Function IsRelation

∃t(A1, A2) and C1 ∈ A1 & C2 ∈ A2 && if (A1& A2)
∈ Type "B") → Rb(O(C1), O(C2))

∃t(A1, A2) and C1 ∈ A1 & C2 ∈ A2 C1 ∈ A1 & C2 ∈ A2


&& if Address, Lastname & Father Name of C1 == Address, Lastname & Father name of C2

2

3

∃t(A1, A2) and C1 ∈ A1 & C2 ∈ A2
&& if (lastname, address & race of C1 == lastname, address & race of C2)
→ Rf(O(C1), O(C2))

7

(A account, C customer, G gender, R relationship)

→ Rsa(O(C1), O(C2))

∃t(A1, A2) and C1 ∈ A1 & C2 ∈ A2


&& if lastName, address DOB & Gender of C1 == LastName, address DOB & Gender of C2

6

→ Rs(O(C1), O(C2))

∃t(A1, A2) && if (Address & LastName of C1 == Addess & LastName C2)
&& AgeDiff ≥ 20 && (FirstName of C1 � = FirstName of C2 )
&& First name of C1 is not equal to Father Name of C2
&& father name of C1 is not equal to First name of C1


&& agediff is > 20 if C1 is elder than C2 && gender is female then C1 is mother otherwise C2 is mother

→ Rs(O(C1), O(C2))

&& if (Add & Lastname of C1 == Add & Lastname of C2)


&& AgeDiff ≤ 20 && Gender of C1 �= Gender of C2 && First name and FatherName of C1 �= Firstname and Father name of C2

∃t(A1, A2) and C1 ∈ A1 & C2 ∈ A2 C1 ∈ A1 & C2 ∈ A2

5

4

∃t(A1, A2) and C1 ∈ A1 & C2 ∈ A2 && (GC1 = GC2)
&&(C1of A1 ∩ C2 of A2) � ( C1 of A1 = C2 of A2) → Rc(O(C1), O(C2)

1

&& AgeDiff of C1 and
C2 ≤ 10 && Father Name of C1 ! = to Firstname of C2
&& Firstname of C1 ! = to Father name of C1 → Rs(O(C1), O(C2))

Conditions

Rules

Table 1 Rules and associated conditions

Family relationship

SameAs relationship

Mother/Child relationship

Spouse relationship

Sibling relationship

Business relationship

Common owner relationship

Outcomes
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Fig. 1 Architecture of the proposed model

Clustering

Clustering is used to identify and separate similar characteristics of customers within a
network. In the proposed model, customers are separated based on their profile data,
such as gender, city, age, and country, etc. In addition to this, suspicious and non-suspicious customers can be separated to measure the ratio between them. Our goal is to
explore and identify the hidden relationships of a suspicious customer within a network.
The paper [23] and [24] described the methods available for clustering and categorized
these as partitioning methods, hierarchical methods, SOM, and density-based methods.
However, since K-means and k-medoids are popular partitioning algorithms, we have
utilized a K-means algorithm [25] for clustering the customers based on their profile
and status. Moreover, the research study [26] suggest that the K-means algorithm is well
appropriate in finding similarities between entities based on distance measures.
Rule‑based approach

Our proposed model uses the conditions mentioned in Table 1 to identify different
kinds of relationships. The conditions are implemented as a rule-based approach in.NET
framework, where the rules are triggered if the proper condition is met. The details of
the conditions, criteria, and outcomes are given below:
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Fig. 2 Flow chart of the proposed model

System architecture of the proposed model

The architecture of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 1, where the AML analysis component feeds the input of suspicious customers and transactions as data to the
relational analysis module [8]. The customers were identified as suspects or suspicious
customers in our previous work [8] where we identified suspicious customers based
on the dynamic trends of transactions, history of transactions, and profiles of customers. However, the proposed model seeks to identify the relationships and associations
linked with suspicious customers. All suspicious customers and unsuspicious customers’ account and transaction data are stored in the AML knowledgebase (KB). The
AML analysis generates suspicious customer data and displays alert and monitor lists.
The difference between alert and monitor customers list is a risk factor. The alert list is
already recognized as suspect-based, whereas a customer monitor list is for customers
under observation, which confirmed as suspicious customer that is taken from source
i.e., trusted financial institutions. We use a dynamic approach to identifying suspicious
customers in money transactions and the alert table is generated and updated periodically to alert suspicious customers. We execute the relational analysis module based on
customer profiles and the rule-based approach and we then identify links of suspicious
customers within a network. These relations include those of common owner, business,
sibling, spouse, mother–child, family, etc., and it can be identified by the relational analysis module. With the help of these relations, we can identify mafia groups involved in
money laundering activities. The data associated with the customer and their accounts
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Fig. 3 Flow chart of relational analysis

and transactions can be found in AML KB and present the required data of suspicious
customer on any display. The flow chart below shows a step-by-step process to identify
the links of suspicious customers.
The flow chart of the proposed model is shown in Fig. 2. The AML analysis generates
suspicious customer data and displays alert and monitor lists. The difference between
alert and monitor is a risk factor. The alert list is already recognized as suspect-based,
whereas a customer monitor list is for customers under observation.
The relational analysis module takes the data of suspicious customers and links it with
that of normal customers and builds the network. The social network shows the circles
of each suspicious customer within a network. The relation analysis model is explained
in detail as follows.
Relation analysis

The relational analysis module extracts the relations and associations of suspicious
customers using social networking functions and rules. The relationships are identified based on profile information, such as the suspect’s last name, address, gender
age, race, etc. The flow chart of relational analysis is presented below:
Figure 3 shows a step-by-step procedure of how relations are identified through
relation identification strategies such as network analysis functions and the rulebased approach. The module produces various types of relations such as that of the
common owner, family, business, etc. The conditions of the rules are mentioned in
Table 1. The above flow chart first assesses the input of suspicious customer profiles
from the AML analysis module and stores the data in the AML KB where all the
other customer data is stored as well. With the help of customer profile data, such
as customers’ profile, account, and transaction information, the network is built and
the degree centrality function executed to find the most influential customer who
has had many transactions with other customers. Subsequently, the SNA function
“ego network” is executed to find out the direct and indirect relations of the specific
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Fig. 4 Network of 100 suspicious and non-suspicious customers

Fig. 5 Degree centrality of 100 Suspicious and unsuspicious customers

suspicious customer. The clustering function is utilized to separate the group based
on customer profile such as city, country, gender, and risk status. Subsequently, the
model executes the key part of the system, i.e., the relational rules module, where
seven rules are triggered based on the customer profile. These rules capture seven
relationships as mentioned in Table 1 and display the graph as mentioned in Fig. 3.
The following section discusses the experiment and the results of the proposed
model.

Results and discussion
To implement the algorithms and rules mentioned in “Research methodology” section, the.NET environment is set up to utilize Cytoscape, an open-source software
platform [27] for visualizing the required relations. This section explains the details of
the experiment steps along with results and discussion.
The data related to customers’ accounts and transactions was imported to a database known as the SQL server. We generated all the relevant data via a software
tool using C# language. The reason for using a system-generated data is financial
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Fig. 6 Ego network

institutions are very reluctant to share the real customer’s data for some security
reasons. However, we use the same realistic pattern of customer bank data using the
software tool. The data used for this research is from January 2010 to December 2018.
The total raw data was created for 1000 customers with 138,114 transactions. However, for the experiment purpose, we selected 10% of customers sample data from the
total customers of raw data. Finally, the sample data of this research was 100 customers with 14,253 transactions.
This data is of both normal customers and suspicious customers. However, suspicious customers are identified from AML analysis module using a dynamic approach,
which is explained in our previous work [8]. By using both suspicious and normal
customer profiles, we developed a social network of both types of customers and
linked their profile data with their accounts and transactions. The aim of establishing a social network was to identify the relations of suspicious customers who could
be connected with other suspicious and unsuspicious customers. The network of 100
nodes for both suspicious and unsuspicious customers is presented below:
Figure 4 shows the network of 100 suspicious and unsuspicious customers. Each node
has a unique ID displayed on top of the node. The links in the network show the transactions between the customers; so we can identify which customer has made a credit or a
debit transaction from the customer account. Under this network, we implemented and
applied the degree centrality algorithm to measure the degree centrality of each suspicious customer. The degree of centrality of each customer is mentioned below:
Figure 5 indicates the network of 100 customers with their transactions, and all suspicious customers within a network are highlighted in red. The degree centrality of each
suspicious customer is measured and displayed on the right-hand side of the frame. The
frame shows the top of the node IDs with a maximum value of degree centrality of the
network. With the help of degree centrality, we can identify the influential suspicious
customers who have made maximum transactions with other customers. Subsequently,
we can take specific nodes with a high degree of centrality value and determine the relation of those specific nodes. As Node ID 5042 has made the maximum transactions, so
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Fig. 7 Clustering of suspicious customers based on their city

Fig. 8 Clustering of suspicious customers based on their gender

the value of its degree centrality is the highest, i.e., 0.1327 and is highlighted with an
arrow within the network.
In the 2nd step, we have implemented the ego network algorithm under the 100-node
network to identify direct connections and indirect connections of suspicious customers. The following figure shows the ego network of Node ID 5043.
Figure 6 shows the ego network of Node ID 5043, which is directly connected to 7
other nodes i.e., node IDs 4986, 4999, 5015, 5019, 5031, 5055, and 5065. This direct
connection means the root node is connected with under one hop. However, Node
ID 5043 also has an indirect connection with other nodes highlighted in blue and
light green. The node IDs are displayed in the right frame. The blue nodes are indirect
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Fig. 9 Rule 1: Common ownership

connections that are under two hops with the root node and the light green nodes
are under three hops away from the root node. In the same way, we can find out indirect connections up to N number hops within a network. However, we have identified
indirect connections in Fig. 6 of up to 3 hops. These connections can be used to further investigate any member of a suspicious customer network and can help in identifying each suspicious customer within a gang, and each ego network will be treated
as a separate case.
In the 3rd step, we have implemented a clustering algorithm to classify the sub-groups
of suspicious customers based on their profiles. The following figure shows that various
sub-groups of suspicious customers based on different cities.
Figures 7 and 8 show the network of suspicious customers are categorized based on
city and gender respectively. However, the model can also make a cluster-based on any
other profile parameter, such as country, age, etc. This will help identify the characteristics and features of each sub-group, and the information can be used to predict the
behavior of the group in the future. In Fig. 7, all suspicious customers are categorized
into five different cities: City A, City B, City C, City D, and City E. The male and female
groups are categorized in Fig. 8. The experiment utilizes a K-means algorithm for clustering the suspicious customers based on their profile and status.
In the 4th step, we have implemented the rules based on the criteria listed in Table 1.
The purpose for the implementation is to identify the relation between suspicious customers and unsuspicious customers based on the customer profile criteria. The details of
the implementation are as follows:
Rule 1: Common owner relationship

Under this this rule, we identify different accounts that run under the common or same
ownership, meaning the same person running multiple accounts with different profiles.
For instance, if two different accounts such as A1 and A2 belong to two different customers C1 and C2 in existing record and at least one of them has been identified as a
suspicious customer, then the model considers a common owner relationship if there is
at least one transaction between C1 and C2 and if either one of the following conditions
is true:
1. if
((C1.Phone == C2.Phone
&&
C1.FirstName + C1.LastName == C2.FirstName + C2.LastName) && (Gender of C1 =  = Gender of C2) || ((C1.Address == C2.
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Fig. 10 Rule 2: Business relationship

Address && C1.FirstName + C1.LastName == C2.FirstName + C2.LastName) &&
(Gender of C1 == Gender of C2))
2. if
((C1.Phone == C2.Phone
&&
C1.FirstName + C1.LastName == C2.LastName + C2.FirstName) && (Gender of C1 =  = Gender of C2)) || ((C1.
Address == C2.Address && C1.FirstName + C1.LastName == C2.LastName + C2.
FirstName) && (Gender of C1 == Gender of C2)).
The following figure shows the results after triggering the rule:
Figure 9 shows a common owner relationship between customers 4973 and 4974, 4975
and 4976, 4977 and 4978, and customers 4979 and 4980. This rule is triggered as there
is a common factor in its profile under Rule 1, either 1 or 2. As mentioned in Table 1,
the proposed model identifies four pairs of customers who have utilized two different
accounts, but each pair has one ownership. For instance, Customer ID 4973 is a suspicious customer and has made a transaction with Customer ID 4974. However, the first
name, last name, gender, and phone number of both the customers are same; based on
these criteria, the model identified both the accounts under the same ownership. In the
same way, customers 4975 and 4976 have utilized two different accounts but both have
a relationship of common ownership because it matches criteria 2 of Rule 1, as mentioned in Table 1, such as address with first name, last name, and gender. Under this rule,
we identified the common ownership by swapping the first name with the last name as
people can swap their first name with their last name and vice versa to hide their identity (ID). However, the proposed model monitored these kinds of changes and identified
common ownership.
Rule 2: Business relationship

To identify the business relationship between the customers in the network, both customers should have account type B (Business), the transactions should be carried out between
these two customers, and either one should be a suspicious customer. For instance, two different accounts A1 and A2 belong to two different customers C1 and C2, A1 for C1 and
A2 for C2, and suppose C1 is a suspicious customer, then the model identifies the business
relationship between these customers if there is at least one transaction between C1 and
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Fig. 11 Rule 3: Sibling relationship

C2 and that both the customers have account type B (Business). The criteria can be represented as follows:


if Account of C1.Type == "B" && Account of C2.Type == "B" , there is a transaction between
C1 and C2, and either one is a suspicious customer.

In the above condition, both accounts A1 and A2 have an account of business type “B”.
The diagram below shows the business relations between the suspicious customer and
suspicious/unsuspicious customers.
Figure 10 shows the network of suspicious and unsuspicious customers with business
relations and who have performed some transactions. All the transactions between these
customers are shown in Fig. 10. The arrow shows the transaction direction from the sender
to the receiver. The customers are represented with their IDs. For example, Customer ID
4973 has sent money to Customer ID 4974 and both the customers have an account type
B; so, based on this criteria, the model can find the business relations of suspicious customers. The model can find specific search with specific customer ID input. The results can be
filtered based on the user search. With the help of this rule, we can identify the customers
with a business relationship. The list of business relationships between nodes is mentioned
in the right frame of Fig. 10.
Rule 3: Sibling relationship

The third rule is to identify the sibling relationship. Suppose we have two different customers C1 and C2 and at least one of them is a suspicious customer, we can say there is a sibling
relationship between these customers if there is at least one transaction between C1 and C2
and the following condition is true:
if (Address & Lastname & Father Name of C1 == Address & Lastname & Father name of C2)
&& AgeDiff of customer 1 and customer 2 ≤ 10 && Father Name of C1 is not equal to First
name of C2 && First name of C1 is not equal to Father name of C1 → Rs(O(C1), O(C2)).

In the above condition, we set the age difference between the customers as 10 years
since most of the time, the difference between the siblings is not more than 10 years. The
following figure shows the results after triggering the rule:
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Fig. 12 Rule 4: Spouse relationship

Fig. 13 Rule 5: Mother–child relationship

Figure 11 shows the sibling relationship between eight suspicious customers. For
example, the suspicious Customer Node ID 6169 has a transaction with Node 6170 and
both the customers have been identified as siblings as Node 6169 has shared the same
address, last name and father name as Node 6170. Based on the criteria, Node 6171 has
a sibling relationship with Node 6172 as both the nodes share the same last name, father
name, address, and their age difference is under 10. Coincidently, both the customers
who are siblings are suspicious in this scenario, but it is not always true that one of the
sibling members could be an unsuspicious customer.
Rule 4: Spouse relationship

In this rule, the model identifies a spouse relationship of suspicious customers, For
instance, we have two different customers C1 and C2 and C1 is a suspicious customer,
then there is a spouse relationship if there is at least one transaction between C1 and C2
and the following condition is true:
∃t(A1, A2) && if (Add & Lastname of C1 == Add & Lastname of C2) && AgeDiff ≤ 20
&& (Gender of C1 �= Gender of C && First name and FatherName of C1 � = Firstname and
Father name of C2 → Rs(O(C1), O(C2)).

In the above condition, the age difference between C1 and C2 must be equal or less
than 20 as we cover only those suspicious spouse relationships with an age difference
of not more than 20 because according to the U.S. Survey [28], in heterosexual married
couples, 98.7% of the population, the age difference of spouse is lesser than 20. The following figure shows the results after triggering the rule:
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Fig. 14 Rule 6: SameAs relationship

Figure 12 shows a spouse relationship between Node 26,959 and Node 26,960 as both
the customers have the same last name, address, age difference of 5 years, and opposite
gender with different father name as the father name distinguish them from the sibling
relationship. Under the same criteria, Node 26,961 and Node 26,962 and Node 26,963
and Node 26,964 exhibited spouse relationships.
Rule 5: Mother–Child relationship

This rule identifies the mother–child relationship of a suspicious customer. For instance,
we have two different customers C1 and C2, and one of them is the suspicious customer,
then there is a mother/child relationship if there is at least one transaction between C1
and C2 and the following condition is true:
if (Address & LastName of C1 == Address & LastName C2) && AgeDiff ≥ 20
&& (FirstName of C1 � = FirstName of C2) && First name of C1 � = to Father Name of C2
&& father name of C1 � = to First name of C1 && agediff is > 20


if C1 is elder than C2 && age is female then C1 is mother otherwise C2 is mother .

To trigger the rule based on the above condition, the address and the last name of both
the customers should be the same, the age difference between both not less than 20, and
the first name of both should be different. Besides, the first name of C1 should not be
equal to the father name of C2, and the father name of C1 should not be equal to the first
name of C2 and the age difference between both customers should be more than 20.
The following figure shows the results after triggering Rule 5:
Figure 13 shows the result of Rule 5, where the rule is identified four mother–child
relationships of suspicious customers. For example, suspicious customer Node ID 6186
was identified as the mother of customer Node ID 6185 because the former was found
to be older than the latter and have a gender of a female; further customer node IDs
6186 and 6185 were seen to have the same address and last name and met the conditions
defined in Table 1 for Rule 5. On the same criteria, other mother–child relations were
established with the following customers:
Customer 6188 is the mother of Customer 6187, Customer 6190 is the mother of customer 6189, and Customer 6191 is the mother of Customer 6192.
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Fig. 15 Rule 7: Family relationship

Rule 6: SameAs relationship

The SameAs relationship is identified by the model based on part of the suspicious customer profile. For instance, we have two different customers C1 and C2 and C1 is a suspicious customer, then there is a SameAs relationship between both the customers if
there is at least one transaction between C1 and C2 and the following condition is true:
∃t(A1, A2) and C1 ∈ A1 & C2 ∈ A2 && if


LastName, address DOB & Gender of C1 == LastName, address DOB & Gender of C2
→ Rsa(O(C1), O(C2))

The following figure shows the results after triggering Rule 6:
Figure 14 shows the SameAs relationships. The relationships are identified by triggering the rule. For instance, Customer 6169 is the same as Customer 6170 as both share
the same last name, address, DOB, and gender. The model considered these customers
as same but as using different profiles to open their account. In the same way, the following customers are the same:
Customer 6169 is the same as Customer 6170, and Customer 6171 is the same as Customer 6172.

Rule 7: Family relationship

The Family relationship is identified based on the customers’ profile. For instance, if we
have two different customers C1 and C2 and at least one of them is a suspicious customer, then we can say there is a family relationship if there is at least one transaction
between C1 and C2 and the following condition is true:

∃t(A1, A2) and C1 ∈ A1 & C2 ∈ A2 && if


LastName, address & race of C1 == LastName, address & race of C2
→ Rf(O(C1), O(C2)).

After triggering the rule, the following family relationships were identified:
Figure 15 shows many family relationships of suspicious customers within a network.
However, we have listed only nine family relationships on the right frame such as the
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relationships between Customer Node ID 6169 and Customer Node ID 6170, etc., as
suspicious customers’ profile properties such as family name, address, and race matched
with those of other customers. Similarly, the other listed nodes in the diagram were seen
to have the same matched properties.

Discussion on policy implications
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is an official policy-making body to control
money laundering globally. The efforts made by FTFS bring legislative and regulatory
reforms. Due to the importance of having effective AML systems, banks have begun to
venture into artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning-based solutions for their
AML solutions [29]. However, the strength of artificial intelligence and machine learning-based solutions is essentially influenced by the nature of financial data as well as the
algorithms used. It is therefore crucial to apprehend the strengths and consequences of
the algorithm when applied to money laundering data. This requires a separate independent review by policymakers to evaluate the risk and impact of potential failure that
can occur in employing artificial intelligence, machine learning including our Social Network Analysis (SNA) based solutions. As our study utilises social network functions to
identify groups involved in the money laundering, the FTFA should consider this factor
when they make policy for financial institutions. The financial institutions must obtain
consent from account holders regarding the usage of their data for analytics purpose
so that customer profiles and their transactions can run via social network functions to
identify groups who involved in Money laundering.
Conclusion and future work
Due to the current challenge in money laundering to identify the mafia of suspicious
customers, this paper proposed a relational model using social networking functions.
The model can identify the relationships and links of suspicious customers who are
involved in the money laundering with groups. The model implemented the social network functions such as degree centrality, clustering, and ego network under the.NET
environment that utilized Cytoscape, an open-source software platform, using financial
data such as customer profile and their transactions to identify the groups involved in
money laundering. A series of experiments was conducted to identify the relationships
of suspicious customers, such as common owner relationships, business relationships,
family relationships, and sibling, spouse, mother–child relationships. The results of the
experiment are promising for financial institutions that can benefit from the proposed
model. However, the proposed relational model has some limitations such as lack of
real-world financial data and dependency of the proposed model on AML analysis module that feed the list of suspicious customers. To address these limitations, we aim to
implement the proposed relational model using real-world financial institutional data
and compare the results of the experiment in real-time under different network densities. It is also possible to apply the proposed model under different domain such criminal detection system and compare the results with AML relations.
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